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Agenda
1. Special Collections of University Libraries: 
part of academic heritage
2. Classifying Special Collections: by original
purpose
3. Leiden University Special Collections & 
Archives: our ambition
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• Academic heritage: generally associated with threedimensional
objects: realia, naturalia & artefacts collected, used as 
research material and preferably kept in (university) museums
• But also: documentary materials (books etcetera) usually in 
libraries or archives
• Exceptional materials: old, precious, rare, vulnerable, …
• Bijzondere collections ≠ Special Collections
• Are documentary materials (in libraries) “better of” compared
with material objects (in museums)?
1. Special Collections: part of 
academic heritage
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Bibliotheca Thysiana: exterior
Built in 1655
To house the books of
Joannes Thysius
(1622-1653)
Rapenburg 25
Bibliotheca Thysiana: interior
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Special Collections
• by type of material: manuscripts, maps etc.
• by original “purpose” 1. Academic materials
2. Non-academic materials
3. Archival materials
2. Special Collections
Different ways of categorising
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All library collections
• Western  Oriental Collections
• General Academic Collections  Special Collections
• Original, up to date academic content: texts and 
illustrations produced by scholars, academics, scientists
for academic communication and teaching
• In the course of time not interesting anymore primarily
for their academic relevance, but as ‘sources’ for 
cultural and intellectual history, and for the history of 
sciences / academic disciplines
2.1. Academic materials
2.2. Non-academic materials
2.3. Archival materials
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• Documents (texts and illustrations), originally meant for 
all kinds of purposes, for leisure, pleasure etc.
• Nowadays considered important as ‘sources’ for the 
(academic) study of culture, society and history
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2.1. Academic materials
2.2. Non-academic materials
2.3. Archival materials


• Archives of Leiden University (administration)
• Archival collections from: 
– academic institutions
– learned societies
– research groups
– academic publishers etc.
– scholars, writers (‘men of letters’) … in most cases legacies
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2.1. Academic materials
2.2. Non-academic materials
2.3. Archival materials




• To preserve, acquire, provide access and make available
all documentary materials of interest and/or related to 
Leiden University, …
• including materials from academic and non-academic
origin, and archival materials, both the university’s public 
records and the archives of academic institutions and 
scholars and men of letters in general, …
• of interest as sources for research and education, 
especially for cultural, intellectual and social history & the 
history of science.
3. Leiden Univ. Special Collections 
& Archives – our ambition
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Thank you!
Comments? Questions?
http://www.leiden.edu
j.s.calff@library.leidenuniv.nl
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